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We introduce a generalization of the approximate factor model that divides the
observable variables into groups, allows for arbitrarily strong cross-correlation between
the disturbance terms of variables that belong to the same group, and for weak correlation
between the disturbances of variables that belong to different groups. We call this model
the Grouped Variable Approximate Factor Model. We establish identification, propose an
estimation approach based on instrumental variable conditions that hold in the limit,
and prove consistency in a dual limit framework. Monte Carlo simulations are used to
investigate the performance of the estimator, and the techniques are applied to an analysis
of industrial output in the US.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recent years have seen a renewed interest in linear factor models. The new literature is distinguished from the classical
factor analysis of [29,32] and others by three main characteristics:
(a) Both the unobservable factors and the unobservable idiosyncratic disturbances are assumed to be serially correlated,
weakly stationary time series processes that satisfy a weak correlation assumption in the time dimension.
(b) The idiosyncratic disturbances are permitted to be cross-sectionally correlated, subject to aweak correlation assumption
in the cross-sectional dimension. That is, the model is an ‘approximate factor model’ in the terminology of [11].
(c) The analysis occurs in a framework in which (N, T ) → (∞,∞), where N is the cross-sectional dimension of the ob-
servable vector, and T is the number of observations over time. Thus, the methods developed are intended for data sets
that have a large number of observations on a large number of variables, and cases in which N > T are tractable.
Stock and Watson [41] prove that the sample principal components corresponding to the largest k eigenvalues of the
observable covariance matrix consistently estimate the normalized factor scores from a k-factor model, and that the
Ordinary Least Squares technique may then be used to consistently estimate the factor loadings. Bai [3,5] prove asymptotic
Gaussianity, and Bai and Ng [4] develop model selection criteria for consistently estimating the factor order k.
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There now exist many applications of these techniques in economics. In particular, they have been applied to
macroeconomic forecasting,1 policy analysis,2 index estimation,3 and variance decomposition of aggregate variables.4
In this paper we present a generalization of the approximate factor model that may be more appropriate in some
applications. In ourmodel, each of the observable variables is amember of one of a fixed, finite number of groups. In different
applications these groups might correspond to industry sectors, or geographical regions, or demographic characteristics; or
they might simply be different categories of variable, e.g. real variables, nominal variables, financial variables, etc. There
exists a set of factors which are common across all groups that we wish to estimate. We assume that a weak cross-sectional
correlation condition is satisfied by the idiosyncratic error terms of variables that belong to different groups. However, in
contrast to the approximate factor model, we allow for arbitrarily strong cross-correlation between the idiosyncratic errors
of variables that belong to the same group. The model is completed by letting the number of variables in the groups grow
largewhile the number of groups remains fixed.We call thismodel the Grouped Variable Approximate Factor (GVAF)model.
Our motivation for considering the GVAF model is based largely on a concern that the weak cross-sectional correlation
condition that the approximate factor model places on the entire covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors may be too
strong in some applications. As an illustration, consider an example where a factor model is used to estimate a variance
decomposition of aggregate industrial output. Specifically, let
xt = Bft + εt , t = 1, . . . , T
where xt is an N × 1 vector of outputs in individual industries such that the elements of xt sum to aggregate output.
For simplicity, assume that ft is a scalar common factor representing (say) the influence of aggregate demand on industry
outputs. Since increases in aggregate demand are likely to affect all industries positively, assume ∃c > 0 such that Bi > c
for i = 1, . . . ,N , where Bi is the ith element of the factor loading vector B. Without loss of generality, assume that Σf =
E(f 2t ) = 1. The proportion of the variance of aggregate output that is due to variations in the common factor is
v = ω
′BB′ω
ω′BB′ω + ω′Ψω
whereΨ = E(εtε′t) andω is a vector of equal-valued weights that sum to 1. If highly aggregated industry variables are used,
then N might be relatively small. For example, [33] use 13 industry output variables, Heaton and Oslington [25,26] use 9
and 10 industry unemployment variables. With finer levels of industry disaggregation, much larger values of N are possible.
For example, [40] use employment data for 60 industry sectors, Foerster, Sarte and Watson [13] use industrial production
in 117 industries, and [17] consider output and productivity in 450 industries.
Note that in the simple model presented above ω′BB′ω = O(N2). However ω′Ψω 6 Ni=1Nj=1 |Ψij| = O(N) by the
standard assumptions of the approximate factormodel.5 Consequently, ifN is large, and the assumptions of the approximate
factor model are taken seriously, estimation of v is redundant since its value is known to be approximately 1. This renders
problematic the interpretation of variance decompositions constructed from large-dimensional factor models. If the finding
is that almost all of the aggregate variance is due to the common factor, then this might be due to themodeling assumptions
used to identify the common and idiosyncratic shocks, rather than being a reflection of the true composition of variance.
On the other hand, if the finding is that the common factor does not account for most of the aggregate variance, then
the appropriateness of the asymptotics of the principal components estimator of the approximate factor model might be
questioned. We argue that, in this context, the GVAF model is an attractive generalization of the approximate factor model
since it allows ω′Ψω = O(N2) and so does not constrain the value of v by assumption. More generally, in any application
of large-dimensional factor analysis where the variables belong to a small number of identifiable groups and the ‘large-N ’
assumption is satisfied by having a large number of variables in each group, the GVAF model may be more appropriate than
the approximate factor model since it allows for arbitrarily strong error cross-correlation within each group. Monte Carlo
simulations by Boivin and Ng [9] confirm that non-negligible correlation in the off-diagonal blocks of the error covariance
matrix may seriously compromise the performance of the principal components estimator.
Since the entire error covariance matrix of the approximate factor model satisfies a weak cross-correlation assumption,
any organization of the variables into groups will result in weak cross-correlation between the groups. Therefore, the
approximate factor model is a special case of the GVAF model, and the theory and methods developed in this paper apply
directly to it. Furthermore, any two groups in a GVAFmodelmay be combined to produce a single large group that has errors
which are weakly cross-correlated with those of other groups. Consequently, the GVAF model can accommodate situations
where the number of groups grows with the number of variables, by simply combining the new groups with groups already
1 Breitung [10] and Stock[42] provide good surveys of the literature on forecasting macroeconomic variables with high-dimensional approximate factor
models.
2 See, for example, [7,8].
3 See, for example, the monthly Chicago Fed National Activity Index (CFNAI) published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (http://www.chicagofed.
org/economic_research_and_data/cfnai.cfm).
4 See, for example, [17,13].
5 See Assumption M1b of [41].
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in themodel. The identification theorems and estimation procedures that appear in Sections 2 and 3 require the GVAFmodel
to have 3 groups. However, each of these groups could be constructed by combining any number of smaller groups.
The GVAF model is related to the hierarchical factor model (see, for example, [20,23,38,37]). In the hierarchical factor
model, there exist both factors that are common across all groups, and factors that are common only within a particular
group. Viewed in the GVAF framework, the hierarchical model is one in which the error cross-correlation in each group is
determined by a factor structure that is unique to that group. In this sense, the hierarchicalmodel is a special case of theGVAF
model. It should be noted however, that the analysis of the GVAF model considers only the factors that are common across
all groups. In contrast, hierarchical factor analysis is concerned with the estimation of both the group-specific and common
factors. In particular, if a new group was added to the model, this would increase the number of factors in a hierarchical
model (since a new group-specific factor would be introduced), but would not increase the number of factors in a GVAF
model (since the number of factors common across all groups would be unchanged).
The estimator that we propose in this paper may be considered as an extension of the instrumental variables (IV)
approach to the estimation of the classical factormodel thatwas proposedbyHägglund andMadansky [27,34]. Our extension
allows for group structure, time series correlation and cross-sectional correlation in the disturbance terms, and we consider
the behavior of the estimator in a context in which (N, T ) → (∞,∞) jointly. Interestingly, our estimator is based on
moment conditions that do not hold exactly. Conley et al. [12] and Hahn and Hausman [21] have considered IV estimation
in caseswhere themoment conditions hold only approximately. However, our situation differs from theirs since ourmoment
conditions hold in the limit as N approaches infinity.
The remainder of this paper presents the work on the GVAF model. In Section 2 identification is discussed. In Section 3
we propose an estimator for which we derive some asymptotic results in Section 4. Section 5 contains the results of Monte
Carlo simulations which compare the performance of our proposed estimator to that of the principal components estimator.
Section 6 contains an application in which the variance of aggregate industrial production in the US is decomposed into
common and industry-specific components. The proofs of all theorems are in Appendix A.
2. Identification
Consider an observable N × 1 vector xt which is partitioned into 3 subvectors xt =

x′at x
′
2t x
′
3t
′where xat is Na × 1,
x2t is N2 × 1, x3t is N3 × 1, and N = Na + N2 + N3. Each subvector is assumed to have a common factor structure
xit = B¯i f¯t + εit i = a, 2, 3; t = 1, . . . , T
where rank(B¯i) = k and the factor vector f¯t is the same for each group. Further decompose xat into 2 subvectors xat =
x′0t x
′
1t
′where x0t is k× 1, x1t is N1 × 1 and N1 = Na − k. Denote the submatrix formed by the first k rows of B¯a as B¯0 and
assume that the elements of xat have been ordered such that rank(B¯0) = k. Since, as is well-known, f¯t is identified only up
to a non-singular transformation in the classical factor model, we create an alternative but equivalent factor vector ft that
satisfies the restriction thatΣf = E(ft f ′t ) = B¯0B¯′0 and write the complete model as
xt = Bft + εt t = 1, . . . , T
where xt =

x′0t x
′
1t x
′
2t x
′
3t
′, B = Ik B′1 B′2 B′3′, Bi = B¯iB¯−10 for i = 1, . . . , 3 and εt = ε′0t ε′1t ε′2t ε′3t′. We
will also consider a scalar regression equation in which the factors are regressors
yt+h = β ′ft + α′wt + εyt (1)
where yt is a scalar random variable, εyt is a scalar error term, andwt is anm× 1 vector of predetermined variables which
may include lags of yt , withm a constant.
Note that the structure imposed on B eliminates the classical rotational indeterminacy of the factor model. If it was the
case that the error covariance matrix was diagonal, then identification would follow from standard results [2]. However, in
the GVAF model we allow for weak correlation between εat , ε1t and ε2t , and for arbitrarily strong correlation within each of
these subvectors of εt . Furthermore, we are interested in cases in which N → ∞. As such, the situation is new, and some
work must be done to establish identification. To this end, we state the following definition.
Definition 2.1 (Asymptotic Identification). Consider the sequence {ΩN :N ∈ N}whereΩN ∈ RN×N is a matrix of population
moments of observable variables. Also consider the sequence of parameter vectors {θN :N ∈ N} where θN ∈ Rk and k is a
fixed number. θN is described as being asymptotically identified if and only if there exists a function f :RN×N → Rk such
that ∥f (ΩN)− θN∥2 = o(1).
Note that if for a particular element of the sequence of parameter vectors, and the corresponding element in the sequence
of populationmoments, ∥f (Ωi)−θi∥2 = 0 then that particular parameter vector is identified in the usual sense of the word,
since the population moment matrix (and therefore the probability density function) is associated with a unique parameter
vector. Asymptotic identification is therefore a natural extension of the traditional concept of identification of Koopmans
and Reiersøl [31] to sequences of models.
For an arbitrary square matrix A, let eigi (A) denote the ith largest eigenvalue of A. Let δ =

β ′ α′

and Ωw0 =
E

1
T
T
t=1 x3tx′wt

where xwt = (x′0t w′t)′. We make the following assumptions about the GVAF model.
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Assumptions 1. A1.1
 1T Tt=1 E(εitε′jt)2 = O max(Ni,Nj) 1−α2 where α > 0, i, j = 1, 2, 3 and i ≠ j.
A1.2 There exist constants dmin and dmax such that 0 < dminNj 6 eigi(B¯′jB¯j) 6 dmaxNj <∞ for i = 1, . . . , k and j = 0, . . . , 3.
A1.3 E(ftε′t) = 0, E(ftεyt) = 0.
A1.4 Ωw0 is of full column rank.
A1.1 restricts the cross-sectional correlation of the disturbance terms. Specifically, it allows the maximum of the largest
of the squared singular values of the off-diagonal blocks of the error covariance matrix to grow at a rate strictly less than
N
1
2 . Suppose it was the case that the largest eigenvalue of the entire error covariance matrix grew at this rate. Since
∥ΨS∥2 6 ∥Ψ ∥2 where ΨS is any submatrix of Ψ , it follows that A1.1 is satisfied. That is to say, if a weak correlation
assumption applies to the entire error covariance matrix, then A1.1 holds irrespective of the way in which the observable
variables have been organized into groups. Chamberlain and Rothchild [11] define an approximate factor model as one for
which the eigenvalues of the error covariance matrix are uniformly bounded. Such a model satisfies A1.1 (with α = 1).
Bai [3] considers a factor model for which the largest absolute row sum of the entire error covariance matrix is O(1). Since
∥ΨS∥2 6 ∥Ψ ∥2 6
√∥Ψ ∥1 ∥Ψ ∥∞ = ∥Ψ ∥∞ due to symmetry, this assumption satisfies A1.1 (with α = 1). Stock and
Watson [41] and Bai and Ng [4] assume that the mean of the absolute row sums of the error covariance matrix is bounded.
It is less straightforward to compare this assumption to A1.1 applied to the entire covariance matrix. On the one hand, the
assumption in [41,4] allows a finite number of absolute row sums to growat a rate ofN—which is ruled out by the assumption
that the largest eigenvalue of the error covariance matrix grows at a rate strictly less than
√
N . On the other hand, the latter
assumption allows a growing number of absolute row sums to be growing with N—which is ruled out by the assumption
in [41,4]. Thus, neither assumption is more general than the other.
Of course, the really interesting feature of A1.1 is that it need not apply to the entire error covariance matrix. All that
is required is weak correlation for the off-diagonal blocks. This allows within-group error correlation to be arbitrary—
something which is ruled out by all the cited literature on the principal components estimator of the approximate factor
model. Note that A1.1 is still satisfied if a finite number of variables are allocated to thewrong group. Consequently, a degree
of misallocation of variables to groups is permitted.
A1.4 is required in order for δ to be identified. If the regression equation is not of interest, then this assumption is not
needed.
The identification theorems below make use of the following instruments:
• z1t =

x2t
x3t

• z2t = x3t
• z3t = x2t
• zwt = x3t
• zft =

x2t
x3t

.
In what follows, we will assumed that yt is a member of Group 2. We define the following variables:
Ns1 = N2 + N3 Ns2 = N3 Ns3 = N2.
Theorem 2.1 (Asymptotic Identification of the Regression Parameter Vector). Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.4,
Ω ′w0Ωw0−1
Ω ′w0Ωw − δ

2
= O

N
− α2
s2

whereΩw = E

1
T
T
t=1 zwtyt+h

,Ωw0 = E

1
T
T
t=1 zwtx′wt

and xwt =

x′0t w
′
t
′.
Theorem 2.2 (Asymptotic Identification of the Factor Loading Matrices). Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.3, max16j6NiΩ ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0Ωiej − B′i(j)2 = O N− α2si  whereΩi = E  1T Tt=1 zitx′it,Ωi0 = E  1T Tt=1 zitx′0t, ej is an Ni × 1 vector of
zeros with a 1 in the jth element and Bi(j) is a k× 1 vector consisting of the jth row of Bi.
Theorem 2.3 (Asymptotic Identification of the Covariance Matrix of the Factors). Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.3,Σf − B′f Bf −1 B′fΩf 02 = O N− α2s1  whereΣf = E  1T Tt=1 ft f ′t , Bf = B′2 B′3 andΩf 0 = BfΣf .
The proofs are in Appendix A. In addition to establishing asymptotic identification, the above theorems also state the rate
at which it is achieved. In each case, this depends on the growth in the number of instruments used to identify the parameter
matrix of interest, and the rate at which the squared singular values of the relevant off-diagonal block of the error covariance
matrix grow with its dimensions. This is an important observation since this constitutes an upper bound on the fastest rate
at which an estimator of the model parameters may converge in probability. This idea is developed in more detail in the
following section.
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3. The approximate instrumental variables (AIV) estimator
The expressions in Theorems 2.1–2.3 suggest an approach to estimation based on a method of moments strategy that
utilizes the instrument vectors. Since the resulting estimators are based on moment conditions that hold only in the limit
(in N) we call them approximate instrumental variables (AIV) estimators. The estimators are as follows:
For Bi, i = 1, 2, 3 we have
Bˆ′i =

S ′i0Si0
−1 S ′i0Si
where Si = 1T
T
t=1 zitx
′
it and Si0 = 1T
T
t=1 zitx
′
0t .
For δ
δˆ = S ′w0Sw0−1 S ′w0Sw
where Sw = 1T
T
t=1 zwtyt+h, Sw0 = 1T
T
t=1 zwtx′wt and xwt =

x′0t w
′
t
′. Constructing Bˆf = (Bˆ′2 Bˆ′3)′ and Sf 0 =
1
T
T
t=1 zftx
′
0t , an estimator ofΣf is given by
Σ˜f =

Bˆ′f Bˆf
−1
Bˆ′f Sf 0.
It should be noted that this estimate is not constrained to be either symmetric or positive definite. A preferable estimator is
therefore
Σˆf = UD 12U ′
where D is a k× k diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of Σ˜ ′f Σ˜f on the diagonal, and U is a k× kmatrix containing
as columns the corresponding eigenvectors.
Once the model parameters have been estimated, transformations may be applied to the estimated factor loadings to
achieve any particular rotation that might be of interest. For example, it might be deemed worthwhile to transform the
estimated model to have orthonormal factors so that direct comparison can be made with the usual principal component
estimator of the factor model.
In the literature on classical factor analysis (see, for example, [32]), consistent estimation of the factors is not generally
possible since, at any point in time, the difference between the observable vector and a linear transformation of the factors
is an Op(1) random error vector. Consequently, the traditional approach to factor estimation is to take the population
parameters as given and to construct either an unbiased estimator of the factor or a minimum mean squared error factor
estimator. The population parameters are then replaced by consistent estimators to produce computable factor estimators
which converge in probability to the ‘population’ estimators. In the approximate factor model, the weak correlation
assumption that is imposed on the error covariance matrix allows the factors to be estimated consistently as the number of
variables grows [41]. Since the GVAF model does not place any restrictions on the within-group error cross-correlation,
consistent estimation is apparently not possible without further restrictions being placed on the model. Therefore, our
approach to factor estimation is similar to that used in the classical factor analysis literature.
If the true factor loadings were known, then an unbiased estimator of the factor would be given by
f ∗t =

B′B
−1 B′xt . (2)
A computable estimator of the unbiased factor estimator is
fˆt =

Bˆ′Bˆ
−1
Bˆ′xt . (3)
4. Some dual-limit theory
In this section we present some consistency results for the estimators that were proposed in Section 3. Let
vt =

f ′t ε
′
t w
′
t yt+h
′
.
In addition to Assumptions A1.1–A1.4, the following assumptions are made.
Assumptions 2. A2.1 E (vt) = 0 for t = 1, . . . , T .
A2.2 Denote Σvt = E

vtv
′
t

and let [Σvt ]ij be the i, jth element of Σvt . Then Σvt is a full-rank matrix and
max 16i6N¯
16j6N¯
1≤t≤T
[Σvt ]ij < c <∞, where N¯ = N + k+m+ 1.
A2.3 supt supN max 16i6N¯
16j6N¯
∞
r=0
cov vitvjt , vit−rvjt−r < γ <∞where N¯ = N + k+m+ 1.
A2.1. A2.2 and A2.3 ensure that sample second moments converge in probability to their corresponding population second
moments.
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Under these assumptions, the following theorems hold. Proofs are presented in Appendix A.
Theorem 4.1 (Consistency of the approximate instrumental variables regression estimator). Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.4 and
A2.1–A2.3,
δˆ − δ
2
= Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s2

.
Theorem 4.2 (Consistency of the Approximate Instrumental Variables Factor Loading Estimator). Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.3
and A2.1–A2.3,max16j6Ni
Bˆi(j) − Bi(j)
2
= Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
si

where Bˆi(j) is the jth row of Bˆi and Bi(j) is the corresponding
row of Bi.
Theorem 4.3 (Consistency of the Approximate Instrumental Variables Estimator of the Covariance Matrix of the Factors). Under
Assumptions A1.1–A1.3 and A2.1–A2.3,
Σˆf −Σf 
2
= Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s1

.
Theorem 4.4 (Asymptotic Unbiasedness of the Approximate Instrumental Variables Factor Estimator). Under Assump-
tions A1.1–A1.3 and A2.1–A2.3,
fˆt − f ∗t 2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2s2 ,N− α2s3 .
Note that the rate of convergence of the estimator depends on the growth of the number of instruments used to construct
the estimator, and the rate at which between-group error cross-correlation grows as the number of instruments grows
(which is determined by the parameter α). Two special cases help to relate these results to some of the existing literature on
large factor models. Firstly, set α = 1 in A1.1 and apply the assumption to the entire error covariance matrix. As discussed
in Section 2, this produces the approximate factor model of Chamberlain and Rothchild [11]. Assuming that the sizes of
all groups grow at the same rate, the above theorems show that the rate of convergence of the AIV estimator in this case
is min
√
T ,
√
N

. Secondly, set α = 2 in A1.1 and again apply the assumption to the entire error covariance matrix and
let the group sizes grow at the same rate. Since, for any N × N matrix6 Ψ , 1√
N
∥Ψ ∥∞ 6 ∥Ψ ∥2, this uniformly bounds the
absolute row sums of the error covariance matrix, producing a factor model similar to that of Bai [3]. In this case, the above
theorems show that the rate of convergence of the AIV estimator ismin
√
T ,N

, the same rate found by Bai for the principal
components estimator of the factor loadings. Of course, the theorems are more general than these two particular examples.
α may be set to values less than 1, which allows for greater cross-correlation in the errors than is allowed by either of these
two examples (at the cost of slower convergence). Furthermore, and most importantly, A1.1 applies to the off-diagonal
blocks of the error covariance matrix only. The diagonal blocks, representing the within-group error cross-sectional error
correlation, are unrestricted.
Note that Theorem 4.4 proves convergence in probability of fˆt to the infeasible unbiased estimator f ∗t . Therefore, we
interpret it as a statement of asymptotic unbiasedness of fˆt for ft . Under stronger conditions, consistency will hold. In
particular, note that E
f ∗t − ft 6 eig1 (B′B)−1B′Ψ B(B′B)−1 6 k eig1(Ψ )eigk(B′B) where the first inequality is due to the concavity
of the first eigenvalue of a real symmetric matrix,7 and the matrix version of Jensen’s Inequality. Consequently, in cases
where the smallest eigenvalue of the common component B′B grows at a faster rate than the largest eigenvalue of the
error covariance matrix Ψ as N gets large, f ∗t converges in probability to ft , and this, combined with Theorem 4.4, proves
consistency of fˆt for ft under these stronger conditions. Models in which the eigenvalues of the common component and the
error covariance satisfy these conditions include the approximate factor models of [11,14,3].8
The results may be extended in two ways that are of practical importance. The first of the following corollaries applies
to forecasting with the GVAF model. The second result concerns variance decomposition.
Corollary 1 (Asymptotic Unbiasedness of Prediction). Let y∗t+h = β ′f ∗t + α′wt and yˆt+h = βˆ ′ fˆt + αˆ′wt . Since yˆt+h −
y∗t+h = (βˆ − β)′(fˆt − f ∗t ) + (βˆ − β)′f ∗t + β ′(fˆt − f ∗t ) + (αˆ − α)wt , it follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 that under
Assumptions A1.1–A1.4 and A2.1–A2.3, yˆt+h − y∗t+h = Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s2 ,N
− α2
s3

.
Corollary 2 (Consistency of the Variance Decomposition Estimator). Let ω be a N × 1 vector of non-negative weights that sum
to unity. Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.3 and A2.1–A2.3
ω′BˆΣˆf Bˆ′ω
ω′Sxω
= ω
′BΣf B′ω
ω′Σxω
+ Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s2 ,N
− α2
s3

where Sx = 1T
T
t=1 xtx′t andΣx = E(Sx).
6 See [19] (2.3.11).
7 See [35, Theorem 5, p.231].
8 See also Chapter 3 of [24].
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Note that Corollary 1 states conditions underwhich a forecast computed using estimated factors converges in probability
to y∗t+h, an infeasible forecast computed using population parameters and the unbiased population forecast of ft . Since y
∗
t+h
is an unbiased predictor of yt+h, yˆt is an asymptotically unbiased predictor of yt+h. As discussed in the previous paragraph,
under stronger conditions f ∗t converges in probability to ft . Under these stronger conditions, yˆt+h is a consistent estimator
of yt+h.
In order for the theory in this and the previous section to be applied, the variables must be classified into groups. In
some applications, the group structure will be obvious. For example, the variables might belong to different industries,
geographical regions or functional categories. Nonetheless, it will often be the case that uncertainty exists about the group
structure of the variables. To this end, we make the following comments. Firstly, the weak correlation assumption that we
apply to the off-diagonal blocks of the error covariance matrix (A1.1) allows for a finite number of variables to be allocated
to the wrong groups. Consequently, a degree of misallocation of variables to groups is permissible, provided that its effects
are asymptotically negligible. Secondly, it should be remembered that the approximate factor model is a special case of
the GVAF model for any grouping of the variables. Consequently, any application in which it is possible for the researcher
to mis-allocate variables to groups is one in which the approximate factor model does not hold. Our view of the role of
the GVAF model and the AIV estimator is that they extend the reach of applied researchers beyond what is possible with
the approximate factor model and the principal components estimator. In applications in which the researcher worries
that there may exist non-negligible error cross-correlation within groups of variables, the AIV estimator provides a robust
alternative approach to the principal components estimator. If, in fact, the error cross-correlation does not exist, then both
the principal components estimator and the AIV estimator are consistent. If it does exist, then only the AIV estimator is
consistent.
5. Monte Carlo simulations
The objective of the simulations is to compare the performance of the AIV estimator and the principal components
estimator in two settings. In the first setting, the data generating process is an approximate factor model. In this case, both
estimators are consistent. However, no theoretical results exist about the efficiency of the estimators, either in an absolute
sense, or relative to each other. Thus, the aim of the simulation is to determine whether the two estimators have similar
root mean squared errors for particular approximate factor models. In the second setting, the data are generated by a GVAF
model. In this case, the AIV estimator is consistent, but no consistency proof exists for the principal components estimator.
Consequently, we might expect that there exist conditions such that the AIV estimator generates lower root mean squared
errors than the principal components estimator. The purpose of the simulation is to determine whether there exist cases for
which the improvement in the mean squared error is of a meaningful magnitude.
For all simulations we use a 2-factor model. Both the common factors and the idiosyncratic errors are modeled as scalar
AR(1) processes with ARCH(1) errors. We generate data from approximate factor models and estimate the factors and
construct a 1-step-ahead forecast using both the principal components estimator and the AIV estimator. We also generate
data using a GVAFmodel and use the principal components estimator and the AIV estimator to estimate the factors, compute
a 1-step-ahead forecast and to estimate the proportion of variance of the sum of the elements of the observable vector that
is due to the common factors.
The data are generated using the following model
xt = Bft + εt
yt+h = β ′ft + εyt
ft = 0.8ft−1 + δt
εt
εyt

= Ψ 12 ηt
ηt = 0.8ηt−1 + ωt
Ψ = Ψ1 + dΨ2
δit = vit

0.216+ 0.4δ2it−1 for i = 1, . . . , k
ωjt = ujt

0.108+ 0.4ω2jt−1 for j = 1, . . . ,N + 1
uit ∼ IIDN(0, 1)
vit ∼ IIDN(0, 1)
where the jth off-diagonal of Ψ1 is a vector with all elements equal to 0.8j, j = 0, . . . ,N + 1, and Ψ2 is a block-diagonal
matrix with three blocks on the diagonal. The first two blocks are of size N/3 and the third is of size N/3 + 1. All three
blocks are matrices with all elements equal to unity. If d = 0 then the model is an approximate factor model. If d ≥ 0
then the model is a GVAF model. The elements of B and δ are both chosen by drawing independent observations from
a uniform distribution ranging from 0.5 to 3.5, with the exception that the upper k × k submatrix of B is equal to the
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Table 1
Simulation results for approximate factor model.
T

1
Tkp
p
i=1
Fˆi − Fi2
F
 1
2 
1
p
p
i=1(yˆt+hi − y¯t+hi)2
 1
2
N = 30 N = 150 N = 300 N = 30 N = 150 N = 300
30 0.370 0.347 0.350 0.528 0.479 0.405
AIV 150 0.223 0.177 0.175 0.424 0.323 0.213
300 0.172 0.136 0.129 0.359 0.252 0.152
30 0.394 0.354 0.354 0.514 0.443 0.410
PC 150 0.228 0.179 0.176 0.408 0.314 0.212
300 0.178 0.137 0.129 0.355 0.250 0.151
Table 2
Simulation results for grouped variable approximate factor model.
T

1
Tkp
p
i=1
Fˆi − Fi2
F
 1
2 
1
p
p
i=1(yˆt+hi − y¯t+hi)2
 1
2

1
p
p
i=1(vˆ − v)2
 1
2
N = 30 N = 150 N = 300 N = 30 N = 150 N = 300 N = 30 N = 150 N = 300
30 2.599 2.921 3.013 2.826 2.777 2.722 0.388 0.379 0.403
AIV 150 1.654 1.833 1.921 2.489 2.158 1.805 0.267 0.264 0.262
300 1.343 1.424 1.492 2.413 1.948 1.559 0.240 0.247 0.246
30 2.971 3.174 3.261 3.172 3.228 3.208 0.361 0.372 0.374
PC 150 2.782 2.954 3.015 2.957 3.011 2.935 0.374 0.387 0.388
300 2.710 2.875 2.944 2.951 2.951 2.850 0.377 0.391 0.392
k × k identity matrix. For values of the vector (T N d) we generate a value for B and a value for δ and we use these
values to generate p samples of T observations on N variables with the given value of d. We estimate the model with each
of the samples of observations using both the principal components method and the approximate instrumental variables
method andwe compare the estimation errors of the two approaches.We denote the number of simulations as p, andwe set
p = 10, 000.
In Table 1 we present the results for cases in which the data are generated by approximate factor models (i.e. we set
d = 0). The number of variables N and the number of observations T each take values of 30, 50 and 300. We consider two
different performance measures—the root mean squared deviations of the estimated factors from the true factors9 and the
root mean squared deviations of the forecasts yˆt+hi from the mean values y¯t+hi = β ′fTi. The results in Table 1 show some
evidence for the superiority of the approximate instrumental variables estimator for small models although, as always,
it should be noted that simulations cannot provide general results, so other examples may exist for which the principal
components estimator is superior.What is clear however, is that cases exist inwhich the approximate instrumental variables
estimator is no worse than the principal component estimator for the approximate factor model.
Table 2 contains the results of the simulations in which the data are generated by a GVAF model. The value of the
parameter d in the data generating model is determined so that the proportion of variance of the sum of the elements
of the observable vector that is due to the common factors is equal to 60%. Since the mean absolute row sum of the error
covariance matrix grows at a rate of N , Stock and Watson’s [41] consistency proof for the principal components estimator
does not apply. The consistency of the AIV estimator was proved in Section 4. The results are largely as might be expected
and they demonstrate that, in cases where the GVAF model is relevant, the approximate instrumental variables estimator
offers a potential considerable improvement over the principal components estimator. Of course, in order to realize such an
improvement, it is necessary that the variables be arranged into groups such that the weak correlation assumption for the
off-diagonal blocks of the error covariance matrix is satisfied.
6. An application to industrial production
As an illustration of the use of the GVFA model, in this section it is applied to the estimation of an industry-sectoral
variance decomposition of industrial production in the USA. Knowledge of the proportion of the variability of growth in
industrial production due to influences that are common across all industrial sectors is important since, to the extent that
aggregate industrial output is determined by common influences, economic theorists and policy-makers should concentrate
their attention on economy-wide factors rather than on factors that affect individual industries. Long and Plosser [33]
used the traditional maximum likelihood approach to fit a static factor model to the vector autoregressive residuals of the
industrial production indexes of 13 industrial sectors. They find that the common factor accounts for 47% of the variance
9 For both the principal components estimates and the approximate instrumental variables estimates ‘rotations’ of the factors are chosen so that the
upper k× k submatrix of B is the k× k identity matrix.
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Fig. 1. Common factor in industrial production estimated by principal components and AIV.
of aggregate industrial production. Forni and Reichlin [17] use principal component methods to estimate a factor model
for output and productivity in 450 industrial sectors. They find that 60% of aggregate output variability is common across
industries. More recently Foerster et al. [13] use an approximate factor model to estimate a variance decomposition for
growth in industrial production using indexes of production in 117 different industries. Prior to estimating the factormodel,
they filter the data using a set of filter weights derived from input–output tables for the industries considered. They find that
nearly 90% of the variability of industrial production growth rates is associated with common influences. The wide range
of these estimates is interesting. While the above studies use different data sets, they cover overlapping periods and so it
might be expected that the estimates obtained would be of roughly similar magnitude. This suggests that the specification
of the factor model and the estimator may be a critical choice for a variance decomposition of aggregate industrial
production.
The data used in this application are the quarterly growth rates of industrial production indices in 117 industries in the
US from 1972:1 to 2007:4. This is the same data set that is used by [13].10 The list of industries is in Appendix B. In order
to estimate the GVAF model the industries are collected into three groups. The first group contains extractive industries
such as coal mining, logging and oil and gas extraction. There are 10 industries in this group. The second group contains 58
industries, covering amongst other things foodstuffs, textiles and materials, plastic and rubber products. The third group
contains 49 industries, including metals, machinery, electrical equipment and furniture. The key assumption of the GVAF
model is that there exists at best weak correlation between the idiosyncratic error components of industries belonging to
different groups.
Single factor models were fitted to the data using both the AIV estimator and the principal components estimator. The
construction of the AIV estimator requires that an industry be nominated to have a factor loading of 1 in order to achieve
identification. This variable acts as a proxy for the unobserved common component of industrial production, and it should be
chosen with this role in mind. The common component is correlated with production in most industries, so the ideal choice
of proxy will reflect this property. Since electricity is used by all the industries in our data set, we chose Electrical Power
Generation, Transmission and Distribution as the variable with a factor loading of 1. An alternative choice for the proxy is
Oil and Gas Extraction, since oil is an input to transportation services which are used by most industries in our data set.
The common factor, as estimated by both the principal components and AIV approaches, is plotted in Fig. 1. The
correlation between the two factor estimates is 0.82 and both reflect the conclusion of [13] that the decline in the volatility
of aggregate industrial production since the 1970s is due to a decline in the volatility of the common component rather than
the idiosyncratic components of a few large industries. (see Fig. 1)
Since the variables are rates of growth, the aggregate growth rate of aggregate industrial production is the weighted
sum of the individual industry growth rates, where the weights are the share of aggregate production represented by that
industry. We use the same set of weights as [13] which are computed as the average output share of each industry over the
sample period. The values of the weights are presented in Appendix B.
Despite the relatively high correlation between the two estimates of the factors, the estimated variance decompositions
are quite different. For the approximate factor model, the estimated proportion of the variance of aggregate industrial pro-
duction growth that is attributable to the component common across all industries is 0.78—a number that is of comparable
magnitude to the values found in the prior literature. For the GVAFmodel, the estimate is 0.33. R2 statistics that estimate the
10 The data set was downloaded from http://www.princeton.edu/mwatson/wp.html.
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proportion of the variance of each individual industry’s production index are computed using bothmodels and are presented
in Appendix B. As with the aggregate variance decomposition, the two models produce quite different estimates.
The tables in Appendix B also present the values of the estimated factor loadings for each industry. Note that of the 117
industries considered in themodel, 112 have positive estimated factor loadings. Furthermore, of the 5 negative factor loading
estimates, all but one (corresponding to the Coffee and Tea sector) are of relatively small magnitude. This is consistent
with the proposition that the common factor is a variable such as aggregate demand which affects all industries positively.
In Section 1 a simple model was described in which a single factor has a positive impact on all industries. It was shown
that, under the assumptions of an approximate factor model, the proportion of the aggregate variance accounted for by the
common factor converges to unity. This provides an explanation for the discrepancy between the empirical results of the
principal components estimator and the AIV estimator, and suggests that approaches based on principal components may
lead to a significant overstatement of the importance of the common component.
In order to determine the sensitivity of the estimates to the choice of variable for which the factor loading is set to
unity, we re-estimated the model using Oil and Gas Extraction as the proxy for the factor. In this case the estimated
proportion of the variance of industrial production due to the common component was 24% and the correlation between
the factor estimates provided by the AIV and principal component approaches is 0.93. This suggests that the AIV estimates
may be somewhat sensitive to the choice of proxy variable. Nonetheless, both sets of estimates indicate that the variance
decomposition of industrial production based on the GVAFmodel suggest that the common component is far less important
than estimates based on the approximate factor model.
7. Concluding comments
In this paper, the GVAF model and the AIV estimator are introduced and identification and consistency are investigated.
There remains scope for further research, and two particular directions for future research are suggested here. Firstly, the
GVAFmodel presented in this paper is ‘static’ in the sense that the serial correlation structure of the variables in not explicitly
modeled. As such, it is in the tradition of [41,4,3]. An alternative approach is to specify a dynamic approximate factor
model in the frequency domain and use dynamic principal component methods to estimate the factors (see [18,14–16]).
Secondly, a number of different approaches have been taken in the literature to the estimation of the number of factors in
an approximate factormodel. Approaches based on information criteria have beenproposed byBai andNg [4], Amengual and
Watson [1], andHallin and Liška [22]; approaches based on RandomMatrix Theory have been developed byOnatski [39], and
Kapetanios [30]; an approach based on canonical correlation analysis is proposed in [28]; and in [6], the number of dynamic
factors is determined from a consideration of the behavior of the eigenvalues of the vector autoregressive residuals of the
static factors. Since the approximate factor model is a special case of the GVAF model, these techniques may be applied to
the estimation of the number of factors in the GVAF model when the special case applies. In more general cases, for which
the error cross-correlation is stronger than is allowed for by the approximate factor model, estimation of the number of
factors is an issue that is yet to be resolved.
Appendix A. Proofs
This appendix contains proofs of all the theorems stated in this paper. Firstly, the proofs of the theorems are given. Then
the lemmas used to prove the theorems are stated. Finally the lemmas are proved.
Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Define Ωw0 = E(zwtx′wt), Ωw = E(zwtyt), Ψw = E(εwtεyt), and Ψw0 = E(εwtε′0t), where εwt is
the error vector for the vector of instruments zwt . We have yt+h = β ′ft + α′wt + εyt and ft = x0t − ε0t so we may write
yt+h = γ ′xwt + εyt − β ′ε0t where γ = (β ′ α′)′ and xwt = (x0t wt)′. Post-multiplying by zwt , taking the expected value, and
solving yields an expression for the population parameter
δ = Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0Ωw − Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0 (Ψw − Ψw0β) (4)
where the non-singularity ofΩ ′w0Ωw0 is a consequence of A1.4.
For this proof, denote f (Ω) = Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0Ωw . Then
∥f (Ω)− δ∥2 =
Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0 (Ψw − Ψw0β)2
6


1
Ns2
Ω ′w0Ωw0
−1 1√
Ns2
Ω ′w0

2
 1√Ns2 (Ψw − Ψw0β)

2
= O

N
− α2
s2

(5)
from Lemmas 2 and 3. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 2.1 Define Ωi0 =
E(zitx′0t),Ωi = E(zitx′it), Ψzi = E(εzitε′it), and Ψzi0 = E(εzitε′0t), where εzit is the error vector for the vector of instruments zit
used to estimate Bi. We have xit = Bift + εit and ft = x0t − ε0t so we may write xit = Bix0t + εit − Biε0t . Post-multiplying
by z ′it , taking the expected value, and solving yields an expression for the population parameter
B′i =

Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
Ω ′i0Ωi −

Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
Ω ′i0

Ψzi − Ψzi0B′i

(6)
where the non-singularity ofΩ ′i0Ωi0 is a consequence of Lemma 2.
For this proof, denote f (Ω) = Ω ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0Ωiej. Also denote Ψzi(j) = Ψziej. As defined previously, B′i(j) = B′iej and ej is
a Ni × 1 vector of zeros with a 1 in the jth element. We have
max
16j6Ni
f (Ω)− B′i(j)2 = max16j6Ni
Ω ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0 Ψzi(j) − Ψzi0B′i(j)2
6


1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1 1√
Nsi
Ω ′i0

2
× max
16j6Ni
 1√Nsi Ψzi(j) − Ψzi0B′i(j)

2
= O

N
− α2
si

(7)
from Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. DefineΩf 0 = E(zftx′0t), Ψf 0 = E(εftε′0t), where εft = (ε′2t ε′3t)′.
We have x0t = ft + ε0t and zft = Bf ft + εft where zft = (x′2t x′3t)′ and Bf = (B′2 B′3)′. Taking the expected value of zftx′0t
and solving forΣf = E(ft f ′t ) yields
Σf =

B′f Bf
−1 B′fΩf 0 − B′f Bf −1 B′fΨf 0.
The second term on the right hand side of this equation is bounded as follows:
 1Ns1 B′f Bf −1 1Ns1 B′fΨ ′f 0

2
6
 1√Ns1 B′f Bf −1
1
Ns1
B′f

2
 1√Ns1Ψ ′f 02 = O N− α2s1  since

maxeig

1√
Ns1
B′f Bf
−1 = 1√dmin = O(1) by A1.2, and  1√Ns1Ψ ′f 02 = O N− α2s1 
from A1.1. Therefore we haveΣf − B′f Bf −1 B′fΩf 02 = O N− α2s1  .  (8)
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, define Ωw0 = E(zwtx′wt), Ωw = E(zwtyt), Ψw = E(εwtεyt), and
Ψw0 = E(εwtε′0t), where εwt is the error vector for the vector of instruments zwt . We have yt+h = β ′ft + α′wt + εyt and
ft = x0t − ε0t so we may write yt+h = γ ′xwt + εyt − β ′ε0t where γ = (β ′ α′)′ and xwt = (x0t wt)′. Post-multiplying by zwt ,
taking the expected value, and solving yields an expression for the population parameter
δ = Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0Ωw − Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0 (Ψw − Ψw0β) (9)
where the non-singularity ofΩ ′w0Ωw0 is a consequence of A1.4. The sample estimator is
δˆ = S ′w0Sw0−1 S ′w0Sw
where Sw = 1T
T
t=1 zwtyt+h and Sw0 = 1T
T
t=1 zwtx′wt . From Lemma 5,
1
Ns2
S ′w0Sw0 = 1Ns2Ω ′w0Ωw0 + Op

T−
1
2

and
1
Ns2
S ′w0Sw = 1Ns2Ω ′w0Ωw + Op

T−
1
2

. Also

1
Ns2
Ω ′w0Ωw0
−1 = O(1) as a consequence of A1.4. It follows that
δˆ − δ = Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0 (Ψw − Ψw0β)+ Op T− 12  .
Since Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0 (Ψw − Ψw0β)2 = Ω ′w0Ωw0−1Ω ′w0Ωw − δ2 = O N− α2s2  (10)
from Theorem 2.1, it follows thatδˆ − δ
2
= O

N
− α2
s2

+ Op

T−
1
2

. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof of Theorem 4.2 follows a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 4.1 As in the proof to
Theorem 2.2, defineΩi0 = E(zitx′0t),Ωi = E(zitx′it),Ψzi = E(εzitε′it), andΨzi0 = E(εzitε′0t), where εzit is the error vector for the
vector of instruments zit used to estimate Bi.We have xit = Bift+εit and ft = x0t−ε0t sowemaywrite xit = Bix0t+εit−Biε0t .
Post-multiplying by z ′it , taking the expected value, and solving yields an expression for the population parameter
B′i =

Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
Ω ′i0Ωi −

Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
Ω ′i0

Ψzi − Ψzi0B′i

(11)
where the non-singularity ofΩ ′i0Ωi0 is a consequence of Lemma 2. The sample estimator is
Bˆ′i =

S ′i0Si0
−1 S ′i0Si
where Si = 1T
T
t=1 zitx
′
it and Si0 = 1T
T
t=1 zitx
′
0t . From Lemma 5, 1Nsi S ′i0Si0 − 1NsiΩ ′i0Ωi0

2
= Op

T−
1
2

and
 1Nsi S ′i0Si − 1NsiΩ ′i0Ωi

2
= Op

T−
1
2

.
Also

1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1 = O(1) from Lemma 2. It follows that
max
16j6Ni
Bˆi(j) − Bi(j)
2
= max
16j6Ni
Ω ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0 Ψzi(j) − Ψzi0B′i(j)2 + Op T− 12 
where Ψzi(j) is the jth column of Ψzi and Bi(j) is the jth row of Bi.
Since
max
16j6Ni
Ω ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0 Ψzi(j) − Ψzi0B′i(j)2 = max16j6Ni
Ω ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0Ωi − B′i2
= O

N
− α2
si

(12)
from Theorem 2.2. It follows that
max
16j6Ni
Bˆi(j) − Bi(j)
2
= O

N
− α2
si

+ Op

T−
1
2

. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. As in the proof to Theorem 2.3, defineΩf 0 = E(zftx′0t), Ψf 0 = E(εftε′0t), where εft = (ε′2t ε′3t)′. Also
define B˜f = Bˆf − Bf and Ω˜fo = Sf 0 −Ωf 0.
Consider the sample estimator
Σ˜f =

Bˆ′f Bˆf
−1
Bˆ′f Sf 0. (13)
From Lemma 9 and A1.2
1
Ns1
Bˆ′f Bˆf
−1
=

1
Ns1
B′f Bf
−1
+ Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s1

(14)
so to prove the theorem we need to show that 1Ns1 S
′
f 0Bˆf = 1Ns1Ω ′f 0Bf + Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s1

. We write Bˆf = Bf + B˜f and
Sj0 = Ωf 0 + Ω˜f 0. Then
1
Ns1
S ′f 0Bˆf =
1
Ns1
Ω ′f 0Bf +
1
Ns1
Ω ′f 0B˜f +
1
Ns1
Ω˜ ′f 0Bf +
1
Ns1
Ω˜ ′f 0B˜f . (15)
Bounds will now be given for the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (15).
•
 1Ns1Ω ′f 0B˜f 2 6  1√Ns1Ωf 02  1√Ns1 B˜f 2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2s1  from Lemma 8, A1.2 and A2.2.
•
 1Ns1 Ω˜ ′f 0Bf 2 6  1√Ns1 Ω˜f 0  1√Ns1 Bf 2. It follows from Lemma 4 andMarkov’s Inequality that  1√Ns1 Ω˜f 022 6  1√Ns1 Ω˜f 02F
= Op

T−1

. Also
 1√Ns1 Bf 22 = eig1  1Ns1 B′f Bf  6 dmax from A1.2, where eig1(·) is the largest eigenvalue of its argument.
It follows that
 1Ns1 Ω˜f 0Bf 2 = Op T− 12 .
•
 1Ns1 Ω˜ ′f 0B˜f 2 6  1√Ns1 Ω˜f 02  1√Ns1 B˜f 2 = Op T− 12 max T− 12 ,N− α2s1  from arguments presented in the above two
points.
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From these three results and Eq. (15)
1
Ns1
S ′f 0Bˆf =
1
Ns1
Ωf 0Bf + Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s1

. (16)
From Theorem 2.3, Eqs. (13), (14) and (16),
Σ˜f = Σf + Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s1

. (17)
From [35, Theorem 7, p. 158], there exists a neighborhood of Σ˜ on which U(Σ˜0) and D(Σ˜0) are differentiable functions of
Σ˜0. Consequently they are continuous and it follows from the continuous mapping theorem and Eq. (17) that
Σˆf = Σf + Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s1

.  (18)
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The population factor estimator is f ∗t =

B′B
−1 B′xt and the sample factor estimator is fˆt =
Bˆ′Bˆ
−1
Bˆ′xt where Bˆ =

Ik Bˆ′2 Bˆ
′
2 Bˆ
′
3
′
. It follows that
fˆt − f ∗t 2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2s2 ,N− α2s3  if  1N Bˆ′Bˆ− 1N B′B2 =
Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s2 ,N
− α2
s3

and
 1N Bˆ′xt − 1N B′xt2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2s2 ,N− α2s3 .
Since Bˆ′Bˆ = Ik + 3i=1 Bˆ′iBˆi, the first of these conditions is proved by Lemma 9. To prove the second, note that
Si = 1T
T
t=1 zitx
′
it and xit = Bix0t + δit where δit = εit − Biε0t . Therefore Si = Si0B′i + Siδ where Siδ = 1T
T
t=1 zitδ
′
it .
Consequently
Bˆ′ixit − B′ixit =

S ′i0Si0
−1 S ′iδxit .
We have 1Ni Bˆ′ixit − 1Ni B′ixit

2
6


1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0
−1 1√
Nsi
S ′i0

2
 1√NiNsi Siδ

2
 1√Ni xit

2
(19)
The following bounds apply
•
 1Nsi S ′i0Si0−1 1√Nsi S ′i0

2
= Op(1) from Lemma 6.
•
 1√NiNsi Siδ2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2si  from Lemma 7.
•
 1√Ni xit2 = Op(1) under A2.1, A2.2 and A1.2.
It follows that
 1Ni Bˆ′ixit − 1Ni B′ixit2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2si . The result then follows from the fact that  1N Bˆ′xt −
1
N B
′xt

2
6
3
i=1
 1N Bˆ′ixit − 1N B′ixit2 63i=1  1Ni Bˆ′ixit − 1Ni B′ixit2. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Note that for an arbitrary k × N matrix Γ and ω, an N × 1 vector of non-negative weights that sum
to unity
∥Γω∥F 6 k ∥Γω∥∞ 6 k ∥Γ ∥max 6 k ∥Γ ∥2 6 k ∥Γ ∥F .
Let ωi be the subvector of ω corresponding to xit
B′iωi =

Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
Ω ′i0Ωiω −

Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
Ω ′i0

Ψzi − Ψzi0B′i

ωi
= Ω ′i0Ωi0−1Ω ′i0Ωiωi + O(N− α2si ) (20)
from Theorem 2.2.
From Lemma 5 1Nsi S ′i0Si0 − 1NsiΩ ′i0Ωi0

2
= Op

T−
1
2

(21)
and  1Nsi S ′i0Siωi − 1NsiΩ ′i0Ωiωi

2
6 k
 1Nsi S ′i0Si − 1NsiΩ ′i0Ωi

2
= Op

T−
1
2

. (22)
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Since Bˆ′iωi =

S ′i0Si0
−1 S ′i0Siωi it follows from Eqs. (20)–(22) that 1Nsi Bˆ′iωi − 1Nsi B′iωi

2
= O(N− α2si )+ Op

T−
1
2

.
This, and Theorem 4.3 yieldω′BˆΣˆf Bˆ′ω − ω′BΣf B′ω
2
= Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s2 ,N
− α2
s3

. (23)
It was shown in the proof to Lemma 4 that ∃γ¯ <∞ such that
E

Ω˜x
2
ij

<
γ¯
T
(24)
where Ω˜x = Sx −Σx, Sx = 1T
T
t=1 xtx′t andΣx = E(Sx).
Consider z = ω′Ω˜xω. We have E(z) = 0 and
E(z2) =
N
i=1
N
j=1
N
m=1
N
n=1
ωiωjωmωnE

Ω˜x

ij

Ω˜x

mn

6 sup
i,j

Ω˜x
2
ij <
γ¯
T
from Eq. (24). It follows from Chebyshev’s Inequality thatω′(Sx −Σx)ω2 = Op T− 12  (25)
From Eqs. (23) and (25)
ω′BˆΣˆf Bˆ′ω
ω′Sxω
= ω
′BΣf B′ω
ω′Σxω
+ Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
s2 ,N
− α2
s3

. 
Lemmas used in the proofs of the theorems
Lemma 1. Let G and H be positive definite symmetric J×J matrices with eigenvalues g1 > g2 > · · · > gJ and h1 > h2 > · · · > hJ .
Then
J
i=1
(gi − hi)2 6 ∥G− H∥2F .
Lemma 2. Under A1.2 tr

1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1 = O(1), whereΩi0 = E(zitx′0t).
Lemma 3. Under A1.1,
 1√Ns2 (Ψw − Ψw0β)2 = O N− α2s2  andmax16j6Ni  1√Nsi Ψzi(j) − Ψzi0B′i(j)2 = O N− α2si where Bi(j)
is the jth row of Bi, Ψw = E(εwtε′yt), Ψw0 = E(εwtε′0t), Ψzi = E(εzitε′it), Ψzi0 = E(εzitε′0t) and Ψzi(j) is the jth column of Ψzi. εzit
is the Nsi × 1 error vector from the factor model of the instrument vector used to estimate Bi, and εwt is the Ns2 × 1 error vector
from the factor model of the instrument vector zwt . Ni is the number of rows in Bi.
Lemma 4. Define ut = (x′t w′t yt+h)′. Let upt be an Np×1 vector containing a subset of the elements of ut , and let uqt be a Nq×1
vector defined similarly. Define Spq = 1T
T
t=1 uptu′qt ,Ωpq = E(Spq) and Ω˜pq = Spq −Ωpq. Then, under A2.1–A2.3,
E
Ω˜pq2F 6 NpNqγ¯T
where 0 < γ¯ <∞ and γ¯ is a uniform bound applying to all vectors upt and uqt as defined above.
Lemma 5. Define ut = (x′t w′t yt+h)′. Let upt be an Np × 1 vector containing a subset of the elements of ut . Also let uqt be an
Nq × 1 vector, and urt be an Nr × 1 vector defined similarly. Define Spq = 1T
T
t=1 uptu′qt , Spr = 1T
T
t=1 uptu′rt , Ωpq = E(Spq)
andΩpr = E(Spr). Then, under A2.1–A2.3,S ′pqSpr −Ω ′pqΩpr2 = Op T− 12NpN 12q N 12r 
where the bound applies uniformly to all matrices Spq and Spr as defined above.
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Lemma 6. Under Assumptions A1.2and A2.1–A2.3,
 1Nsi S ′i0Si0−1 1√Nsi S ′i0
2
2
= Op(1).
Lemma 7. Let δit = xit − Bix0t and Siδ = 1T
T
t=1 zitδ
′
it . Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.2 and A2.1–A2.3,
 1√NiNsi Siδ2 =
Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
si

.
Lemma 8. Denote B˜i = Bˆi − Bi. Under Assumption A1.1–A1.2 and A2.1–A2.3,
 1√Ni B˜i2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2si  where Ni
is the number of rows in Bi.
Lemma 9. Under Assumptions A1.1–A1.2 and A2.1–A2.3,
 1Ns1 Bˆ′f Bˆf − 1Ns1 B′f Bf 2 = Op max T− 12 ,N− α2s1 .
Proofs of Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 1.
J
i=1
(gi − hi)2 =
J
i=1
g2i +
J
i=1
h2i − 2
J
i=1
gihi = tr(G′G)+ tr(H ′H)− 2
J
i=1
gihi
but tr(GH) 6
J
i=1 gihi from [36], so
J
i=1
(gi − hi)2 6 tr(G′G)+ tr(H ′H)− 2tr(GH) = ∥G− H∥2F . 
Proof of Lemma 2. Ωi0 = BziΣf + Ψzi0 where Ψzi0 = E(εzitε′0t) and εzit is the error vector corresponding to the instrument
vector zit , and Bzi is the corresponding factor loading matrix. Therefore 1NsiΩ ′i0Ωi0 − 1NsiΣf B′ziBziΣf

2
=
 1NsiΣf B′ziΨzi0 + 1NsiΨ ′zi0BziΣf + 1NsiΨ ′zi0Ψzi0

2
where Nsi is the number of elements in zit . However 1NsiΣf B′ziΨzi0 + 1NsiΨ ′zi0BziΣf + 1NsiΨ ′zi0Ψzi0

2
6 2
Σf 2  1√Nsi Bzi

2
 1√NsiΨzi0

2
+
 1√NsiΨzi0
2
2
= O

N
− α2
si

from A1.2. Therefore
1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0 =
1
Nsi
Σf B′ziBziΣf + O

N
− α2
si

.
Under A1.2,

1
Nsi
Σf B′ziBziΣf
−1 = O(1). It follows that
1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1
=

1
Nsi
Σf B′ziBziΣf
−1
+ O

N
− α2
si

= O(1). 
Proof of Lemma 3. 1√Ns2 (Ψw − Ψw0β)

2
6
 1√Ns2Ψw

2
+
 1√Ns2Ψw0

2
∥β∥2 = O

N
− α2
s2

under A1.1, since ∥β∥2 = O(1). Similarly
max
16j6Ni
 1√Nsi Ψzi(j) − Ψzi0B′i(j)

2
6 max
16j6Ni
 1√NsiΨzi(j)

2
+
 1√NsiΨzi0

2
max
16j6Ni
Bi(j)2
= O

N
− α2
si

under A1.1 and since max16j6Ni
Bi(j) = O(1). 
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Proof of Lemma 4. Let upit be the ith element of upt and uqjt be the jth element of uqt . Let

Ω˜pq

ij be the i, j
th element of Ω˜pq,
and denote Nu = N +m+ 1
E

Ω˜pq
2
ij

= 1
T 2
var

T
t=1
uitujt

= 1
T 2
T
t=1
T
r=1
cov(uitujt , uit−rujt−r)
6
2
T 2
T
t=1
t
r=0
cov(uitujt , uit−rujt−r)
6
2
T
sup
t
∞
r=0
cov(uitujt , uit−rujt−r)
6
2
T
sup
t
sup
N
max
16i,j6Nu
∞
r=0
cov(uitujt , uit−rujt−r) .
Using the fact that for random numbers a1, . . . , am and b1, . . . , bn, cov
m
i=1 ai,
n
j=1 bj
 = mi=1nj=1 cov(ai, bj) it is
straightforward, but tedious, to show that under A2.3 there exists a constant γ¯ such that
sup
t
sup
N
max
16i,j6Nu
∞
r=0
cov uitujt , uit−rujt−r < γ¯2 <∞. (26)
Therefore
E
Ω˜pq2F = Np
i=1
Nq
j=1
E

Ω˜pq
2
ij

6
NpNqγ¯
T
. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Define Ω˜pq = Spq − Ωpq and Ω˜pr = Spr − Ωpr . Then E

Ω˜pq
 = 0 and E Ω˜pr = 0. Define θpq =
supi,j
[Ωpq]ij and θpr = supi,j [Ωpr ]ij. The existence of the suprema is given by A2.2.
We haveS ′pqSpr −Ω ′pqΩpr2 = Ω ′pqΩ˜pr + Ω˜ ′pqΩpr + Ω˜ ′pqΩ˜pr2
6
Ω ′pq2 Ω˜pr2 + Ω ′pr2 Ω˜pq2 + Ω˜ ′pr2 Ω˜pq2 .
The terms on the right hand side of this inequality satisfy the following bounds
• Ω˜pq2 6 Ω˜pqF = Op T− 12N 12p N 12q  from Lemma 4 and Chebyshev’s Inequality.
• Ω˜pr2 6 Ω˜prF = Op T− 12N 12p N 12r  from Lemma 4 and Chebyshev’s Inequality.
• Ωpq2 6 ΩpqF 6 NpNqθpq.• Ωpr2 6 ΩprF 6 NpNrθpr .
proving the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 6.

1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0
−1 1√
Nsi
S ′i0

2
2
= eig1

1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0
−1
=

eigk

1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0
−1
.
From Lemma 5
1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0 =
1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0 + Op

T−
1
2

so from Lemma 1
eigk

1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0

= eigk

1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0

+ Op

T−
1
2

.
It follows from Lemma 2 that
eigk

1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1 = eig1  1NsiΩ ′i0Ωi0−1

6 tr

1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0
−1 = O(1).
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Therefore

1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0
−1 1√
Nsi
S ′i0

2
2
= eigk

1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0

= eigk

1
Nsi
Ω ′i0Ωi0

+ Op

T−
1
2

= Op(1). 
Proof of Lemma 7.
Siδ = 1T
T
t=1
zitx′it − Bi
1
T
T
t=1
zitx′0t
= Si − BiSi0
= Ωi − BiΩi0 + Ω˜i − BiΩ˜i0.
However, the moment condition that is satisfied by the model is
Ωi − BiΩi0 = Ψiz − BiΨ0iz
where Ψiz = E(εitε′zit) and Ψ0iz = E(ε0tε′zit) and εzit is the Nsi × 1 error vector from the factor structure of the instrument
vector zit . Therefore
1√
NiNsi
Siδ = 1√
NiNsi
Ψiz − 1√
NiNsi
BiΨ0iz + 1√
NiNsi
Ω˜i − 1√
NiNsi
BiΩ˜i0
and consequently 1√NiNsi Siδ

2
6
 1√NiNsiΨiz

2
+
 1√Ni Bi

2
 1√NsiΨ0iz

2
+
 1√NiNsi Ω˜i

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+
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.
Bounds are now given for each of the terms on the right hand side of this equation.
•
 1√NiNsiΨiz2 = O(N− α2si ) by A1.1.
•
 1√NiNsiΨ0iz2 = O(N− α2si ) by A1.1.
•
 1√Ni Bi2 = O(1) by A1.2.
•
 1√Nsi Ω˜i2 6  1√Nsi Ω˜iF = Op T− 12  from Lemma 4 and Chebyshev’s Inequality.
•
 1√Nsi Ω˜i02 6  1√Nsi Ω˜i0F = Op T− 12  from Lemma 4 and Chebyshev’s Inequality.
Therefore
 1√NiNsi Siδ2 = O(N− α2si )+ Op T− 12 . 
Proof of Lemma 8. Note that Si = Si0B′i + Siδ where Siδ = 1T
T
t=1 zitδ
′
it . Since Bˆ
′
i =

S ′i0Si0
−1 S ′i0Si, we have
B˜i = Bˆ′i − B′i =

S ′i0Si0
−1 S ′i0Siδ.
Therefore 1√Ni B˜i

2
6


1
Nsi
S ′i0Si0
−1 1√
Nsi
S ′j0

2
 1√NiNsi Siδ

2
= Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
si

from Lemmas 6 and 7. 
Proof of Lemma 9. Since B˜i = Bˆ′i − B′i , we have
1
Ni
Bˆ′iBˆi −
1
Ni
B′iBi =
1
Ni
B′iB˜i +
1
Ni
B˜′iBi +
1
Ni
B˜′iB˜i.
Therefore 1Ni Bˆ′iBˆi − 1Ni B′iBi

2
= 2
 1√Ni Bi

2
 1√Ni B˜i

2
+
 1√Ni B˜i
2
2
= Op

max

T−
1
2 ,N
− α2
si

from Lemma 8 and A1.2. 
Appendix B. Industries
See Tables 3–5.
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Table 3
Group 1.
Weight R2aiv R
2
pc Baiv
Logging 0.27 0.031 0.003 2.752
Oil and gas extraction 5.79 0.039 0.024 1.032
Coal mining 1.06 0.000 0.069 0.056
Iron ore mining 0.09 0.000 0.003 −0.338
Gold, silver, and other ore mining 0.16 0.119 0.004 8.674
Copper, nickel, lead, and zinc mining 0.15 0.019 0.027 5.046
Nonmetallic mineral mining and quarrying 0.63 0.000 0.022 −0.103
Support activities for mining 1.06 0.021 0.031 3.812
Electric power generation, transmission and distribution 7.65 0.093 0.026 2.364
Natural gas distribution 1.65 0.012 0.000 1.829
Table 4
Group 2.
Weight R2aiv R
2
pc Baiv
Animal food 0.41 0.004 0.001 0.671
Grain and oilseed milling 0.77 0.017 0.003 1.336
Sugar and confectionery products 0.55 0.049 0.031 3.677
Fruit and vegetable preserving and specialty foods 1.03 0.002 0.021 0.464
Dairy products ex-frozen 0.72 0.001 0.000 0.182
Ice cream and frozen desserts 0.11 0.011 0.184 1.267
Animal slaughtering and processing 1.29 0.023 0.230 1.253
Seafood product preparation and packaging 0.14 0.016 0.189 3.267
Bakeries and tortilla 1.23 0.040 0.181 0.838
Coffee and tea 0.18 0.014 0.091 −3.163
Other food except coffee and tea 0.95 0.054 0.290 2.154
Soft drinks and ice 0.6 0.007 0.050 0.732
Breweries 0.45 0.010 0.088 1.133
Wineries and distilleries 0.26 0.012 0.076 2.488
Tobacco 1.07 0.004 0.100 1.105
Fiber, yarn, and thread mills 0.22 0.041 0.247 3.705
Fabric mills 0.69 0.080 0.140 3.529
Textile and fabric finishing and fabric coating Mills 0.31 0.055 0.218 3.253
Carpet and rug mills 0.2 0.106 0.105 6.607
Curtain and linen mills 0.16 0.078 0.272 4.085
Other textile product mills 0.2 0.216 0.257 5.481
Apparel 1.83 0.037 0.129 1.938
Leather and allied products 0.34 0.024 0.212 2.089
Sawmills and wood preservation 0.44 0.081 0.107 4.934
Veneer, plywood, and engineered wood products 0.33 0.117 0.104 6.231
Millwork 0.34 0.184 0.219 6.087
Wood containers and pallets 0.08 0.139 0.223 3.815
All other wood products 0.29 0.113 0.157 6.719
Pulp mills 0.08 0.065 0.161 3.372
Paper and paperboard mills 1.59 0.177 0.051 4.436
Paperboard containers 0.71 0.153 0.453 4.087
Paper bags and coated and treated paper 0.39 0.124 0.254 3.673
Other converted paper products 0.37 0.135 0.085 4.087
Printing and related support activities 2.3 0.224 0.030 2.902
Petroleum refineries 1.66 0.041 0.241 2.049
Paving, roofing, and other petroleum and coal products 0.33 0.160 0.180 5.476
Organic chemicals 1.39 0.161 0.111 6.051
Industrial gas 0.21 0.045 0.259 3.916
Synthetic dyes and pigments 0.15 0.090 0.389 6.703
Other basic inorganic chemicals 0.57 0.028 0.177 3.929
Resins and synthetic rubber 0.79 0.222 0.418 9.898
Artificial and synthetic fibers and filaments 0.34 0.089 0.236 7.277
Pesticides, fertilizers, and other agricultural chemicals 0.49 0.109 0.197 3.696
Pharmaceuticals and medicines 2.52 0.079 0.318 2.135
Paints and coatings 0.4 0.130 0.083 5.500
Adhesives 0.13 0.191 0.137 5.866
Soap, cleaning compounds, and toilet preparation 1.42 0.101 0.129 3.109
Other chemical product and preparation 0.94 0.206 0.331 4.588
Plastics products 2.27 0.458 0.011 7.825
Tires 0.44 0.051 0.012 6.331
(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)
Weight R2aiv R
2
pc Baiv
Rubber products Ex Tires 0.4 0.313 0.004 7.313
Pottery, ceramics, and plumbing fixtures 0.12 0.165 0.477 5.361
Clay building materials and refractories 0.16 0.092 0.139 5.735
Glass and glass products 0.63 0.246 0.156 4.336
Cement 0.19 0.040 0.205 4.225
Concrete and products 0.68 0.137 0.017 4.046
Lime and gypsum products 0.11 0.097 0.041 5.516
Other nonmetallic mineral products 0.37 0.277 0.001 6.151
Table 5
Group 3.
Weight R2aiv R
2
pc Baiv
Iron and steel products 1.7 0.047 0.319 6.142
Alumina and aluminum production and processing 0.52 0.116 0.328 5.056
Nonferrous metal smelting and refining [ex-aluminum] 0.13 0.001 0.102 −0.790
Copper and nonferrous metal rolling, drawing, extruding, and alloying 0.35 0.036 0.188 5.208
Foundries 0.79 0.130 0.435 4.831
Fabricated metals: forging and stamping 0.5 0.151 0.478 4.503
Fabricated metals: cutlery and handtools 0.35 0.106 0.333 3.508
Architectural and structural metal products 1.15 0.125 0.303 2.978
Boiler, tank, and shipping containers 0.59 0.076 0.170 2.049
Fabricated metals: hardware 0.29 0.114 0.279 4.401
Fabricated metals: spring and wire products 0.2 0.190 0.274 5.152
Machine shops; turned products; and screws, nuts, and bolts 1.05 0.099 0.279 3.724
Coating, engraving, heat treating, and allied activities 0.4 0.122 0.317 3.748
Other fabricated metal products 1.33 0.181 0.425 3.337
Agricultural implements 0.5 0.010 0.123 2.583
Construction machinery 0.44 0.009 0.083 3.596
Mining and oil and gas field machinery 0.29 0.000 0.021 −0.306
Industrial machinery 0.74 0.014 0.083 2.141
Commercial and service industry mach/other gen purpose mach 2.19 0.085 0.255 2.644
Ventilation, heating, air-con & Commercial refrigeration eq 0.72 0.108 0.366 6.955
Metalworking machinery 0.86 0.048 0.252 2.936
Engine, turbine, and power transmission equipment 0.8 0.012 0.139 1.838
Computer and peripheral equipment 1.52 0.043 0.088 5.784
Communications equipment 1.55 0.014 0.040 2.116
Audio and video equipment 0.19 0.019 0.066 5.691
Semiconductors and other electronic components 2.34 0.062 0.100 6.518
Navigational/measuring/electromedical/control instruments 2.33 0.039 0.044 2.078
Magnetic and optical media 0.2 0.014 0.042 3.029
Electric lighting equipment 0.34 0.129 0.266 3.891
Small electrical household appliances 0.15 0.066 0.101 4.788
Major electrical household appliances 0.37 0.234 0.305 11.691
Electrical equipment 0.89 0.046 0.243 2.573
Batteries 0.16 0.137 0.117 6.917
Communication and energy wires and cables 0.21 0.130 0.275 5.869
Other electrical equipment 0.47 0.122 0.398 4.722
Automobiles and light duty motor vehicles 2.32 0.173 0.200 14.765
Heavy duty trucks 0.16 0.027 0.138 6.641
Motor vehicle bodies and trailers 0.41 0.183 0.327 9.388
Motor vehicle parts 3.09 0.231 0.358 9.399
Aerospace products and parts 3.17 0.004 0.005 0.853
Railroad rolling stock 0.23 0.001 0.048 0.842
Ship and boat building 0.51 0.002 0.007 0.507
Other transportation equipment 0.16 0.076 0.068 5.610
Household and institutional furniture and kitchen cabinets 0.87 0.285 0.411 6.426
Office and other furniture 0.62 0.128 0.207 3.812
Medical equipment and supplies 1.18 0.039 0.049 1.520
Other miscellaneous manufacturing 1.36 0.194 0.322 3.583
Newspaper publishers 1.47 0.059 0.131 1.630
Periodical, book, and other publishers 1.99 0.012 0.024 0.912
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